NOTIFICATION | EURO-AFRO-LOTTERY | EAL-34 


Announcement!
This is a formal notification of the just concluded final draws of the Euro Afro millions weekly promotional program held on Friday, 20th April. 2012, 21:05:45 -0400. You have been approved to be paid a winning sum of (£2,950,000.00)
Draw 
The online cyber draws was conducted from an exclusive list of 300,000 email addresses of individuals and corporate bodies picked by an advanced automated random computer selection from the web. No tickets were sold. After this automated computer ballot, your email address emerged as one of the five winners in category "B" with the followings: 
 
Ref Number: EUM DN 0508-9T6
Batch Number: EUM QY-3LJ4
Ticket Number: 3510-EM 47
Serial Number: NPU-34
Lucky Number: 04 27 32 46 50 (11-12)
 
Claim
Bear in mind that prizes will strictly be remitted to winners that officially file in for their claim within the given time frame. To begin your claim, you are advised to immediately contact our accredited claim agent, as your winning numbers fall within our Afro booklet representative office in south Africa with the details below. Please make sure to forward the below stated winning numbers and your personal data to the accredited agent.

CLAIM AGENT CONTACT INFORMATION: 
Mrs. Sylvia Pieterse (PHD) 
Position: Claiming Agent.
TEL: +27 781561410
FAX: +27 866092020 
EMAIL: sylvipieterse@gmail.com 
Your prize award has been insured with your email address and will be release to you upon meeting the requirement of the gaming board authority which includes your statutory obligations. All winnings must be claimed as soon as possible. Any unclaimed prize will be returned to the treasury of Euro Afro Lottery Services. You are advised to keep your winning details strictly to yourself and not share it with any individual or firm. 
VERIFICATION            FORM

YOUR FULL NAME:
AGE:
SEX:
OCCUPATION:
PERMANENT ADDRESS:
COUNTRY:
CITY:
FAX :
MOBILE:
WINNING E-MAIL:
AMOUNT WON:
BATCH NO:
TICKET NO:
REFERENCE NO:
LUCKY NO:
SERIAL NO:

EURO AFRO LOTTERY PROMOTION  2011


NOTE: You are to file in for the claim of). Thank you for being part of our program and on behalf of all our staff congratulations.


Yours Faithfully,

National Lottery.
(a subsidiary of Euro-Afro-lottery Services) 


Mr. John Schneider
Director of Operations 
N.B: Please do not reply to this email, for information please, contact your accredited claim agent.
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